
Wang is always fascinated by the elusive nature of self-revision, so she uses her painting to
depict the transitory stage of modifications. In technology advanced societies, social media not
only brings people closer, but also generate anxiety regarding their public personas. Under this
social anxiety, one chooses both consciously and subconsciously most appropriate ways to edit
and present the perfect self-imagery on social media and in real life. The transitory stage of
modification acts like a field of action where the traces of editing are grotesquely present, and the
before and afterimages is intriguingly intertwined together. Wang tries to document this process
of the editing by using digitally manipulated imagery to emphasize the absurdity of social norms.
Through revealing and concealing different planes of images and pop culture symbols, she
captures the ephemeral process of alteration, and question the necessity of curated identities.

Wang's works have been widely collected by private collectors from North America, Australia,
China mainland, and Hong Kong.

For Wang's CV, please click here.
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Wang is currently represented by Unix Gallery in London, UK. JY&A was the first one to consign
Ziping Wang, as we discovered her talent and potential when she was a student in Pratt Institute.
JY&A currently only accepts commissioned works and projects for Wang. Interested collectors
are welcome to inquire by contacting JY&A at  julietteying@gmail.com   (Xiaoying Juliette Yuan,
the founder)
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